Agility30
Advanced Fully Wireless Intruder Alarm Systemo
WIRELESS
INTERNAL
PIR WITH
INTEGRAL
CAMERA

If the PIR detects
movement when
the Alarm is set it
takes a sequence
of snapshots

The Agility3 allows PIR’s with Integral
Cameras to be integrated into a
complete alarm system which can
incorporate other detection devices to
provide an advanced
comprehensive security system which
puts you in charge.

Smartphone apps and web browser for video verification, Arm/disarm, and monitoring the system
•
•
•

Email:
SMS:
Audio:

Event and images notification
Event notification and remote control
Voice event messaging, touch-tone control with full voice menu guide, two-way audio
for listen-in and speak-in

Video Verification
RISCO Group’s Wireless Video Verification solution verifies alarms with a sequence of snapshots,
reducing false alarm costs. When armed, the camera is automatically activated by an event and
captures a sequence of images during the alarm, and sends the images to the Risco cloud server
and to users via RISCO’s Smartphone and Web applications. Users can also trigger images on
demand via the applications to verify events and determine the most appropriate response in
real-time.
Smartphone App
Homeowners can now enjoy the iRISCO Smartphone App for smart and easy control of their Agility
system. The revolutionary app enables users to arm/disarm the system on-the-go, visually verify
alarms by viewing images taken by their PIR Cameras, take snapshots, activate home automation
devices, bypass detectors, view the system’s status and history, and much more. Available for
iPhone, iPad and Android.
Web Application
RISCO Group’s interactive Web application enables homeowners to monitor, control and configure
their Agility system from any location. In addition to all the capabilities of the Smartphone app,
with the Web Application users can also configure RISCO’s PIR Camera settings such as the
number of images taken, image resolution, and more. The application is powered by the RISCO
Cloud server.

Agility flexibility allows us to mix and match to achieve the right
system for you, with or without camera PIR’s
Wireless Remote Keypad
with LCD Display and Proximity
Fob Option

i-Wave Wireless PIR Detectors
Incorporating advanced two-way Wireless
Technology Standard & Pet Versions

External & Internal
Wireless Sounders

Also Available:
Magnetic Contacts, Shock Detectors, Glass Break Detectors
Gas Detectors, Panic Alarm Fobs, Outdoor Detectors
Smoke Detectors, Carbon Monoxide Detectors etc.
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